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Introduction to the ALMA-OT
1. Proposing to use ALMA is done using the ALMA Observing Tool
2. The same tool is later used to create detailed Scheduling Blocks

(SBs) that will be executed to take data
3. The ALMA-OT provides a great deal more:
!
!
!
!
!
!

Automa6c observing 6me feedback (incl. overheads)
Visualisa6on in both space and frequency (correlator)
Valida6on of proposals and SBs
Genera6on of summary sheets for both PIs and staﬀ (reviewing)
Prompts for setups that require Technical Jus:ﬁca:on
Automa6c genera6on of SBs for Approved proposals.

4. The OT is an intelligent tool - it encodes a model of the ALMA

Observatory.
5. It is a Java desktop tool, with a server-side submission handler

Spatial Visualation

Spectral Visualiser

Time Estimates

It works, so why change?
The ALMA-OT has been a very successful tool, suppor6ng ~6700
proposals over the ﬁrst ﬁve cycles, succeeding in reaching a wide
community, and generally gets very posi6ve comments.
1. However, we do get cri6cal comments about the tool
!
!

Un-named user comment: “The OT is stale”
Of course it is difficult to satisfy everyone…(paraphrased
comments)
•
•

We get “why can’t it be like the (HST) APT?”
They get “Why can’t the APT be more like the ALMA OT?”

2. More crucially: the OT was designed in 2002-05, technology of

the 6me demanded a desktop applica6on (google maps
launched in 2005)
3. Star6ng now, default technology choice would be web
4. Java on the desktop is passé
!

(or is it: what about HST APT, Aladin??, …)

Key Issues 1
Obsolescence: (cf - upgrading a receiver with be]er technology)
1. OT User interface based on “Swing” – 90s technology
!
!

Its looks “dated”, it is no longer supported
More modern op6ons are available

2. Spectral visualisa6on uses custom socware, the spa6al view a

third party library no longer supported.

!
!

Both have signiﬁcant limita6ons and drawbacks and are now hard to
support (e.g. support for wide ﬁelds not good)
In both cases be]er op6ons now exist

Key Issues 2
Environment:
1. Changing and evolving requirements have taken some areas
beyond original design boundaries, causing “technical debt”
2. Future op6ons will make this even more important…wideﬁeld,
new receivers, bandwidth, correlator changes, etc.
!

Many of the things you’ve heard about in this workshop.

Expecta6ons:
1. With rise of tablets, smartphones & many, many online websites
users expect something diﬀerent.
2. Performance has become an issue, par6cularly with Large
programmes.

Benefits
■ Improved User experience
! More eﬀec6ve/eﬃcient proposal/project prepara6on
■ Improved/more current/leaner code-base
! Lower support costs
! Ready for the 2020-2030 instrument improvements (be]er
future-prooﬁng)
■ Improved deployment op6ons
! Smoother/cheaper for support staﬀ, simpler/more
transparent for users

Possible Options
1. Re-implement as a web-based applica6on
•
•
•

Moving much intensive processing to web-services
Provides op6on of merging/interac6ng with the review manager
(Ph1M) – a web-app.
Meets modern user expecta6ons, more controllable deployments

2. Keep OT as desktop, but with signiﬁcant technology/user
interface overhaul.
•
•

User experience improvements,
Code-refactor to reduce future maintenance costs

3. Both op6ons: consider separate tools for:
•
•
•

Spa6al visualisa6on (interac6on with exis6ng ?)
Spectral/correlator setups
Sensi6vity and observing 6me calcula6ons

Considering a web-app
1. No need to worry about user’s OS, just the user’s browser
•

Though that can be concerning enough

2. Deployments more straighqorward
•

full control over the socware in use

3. Possible linking at least Phase I (proposals) with the Ph1M ->
•
•
•
•

Consistency of interface (for reviewers/assessors)
Sharing of code
“Natural” work-ﬂow
This approach has been used elsewhere (Northstar, GMRT,…)

But, there are challenges…

Key Challenges for moving to the Web
The OT, even at Phase I, is not a simple proposal tool:
! In eﬀect it encodes a “model” of the ALMA Observatory,
calibra6on strategy, policies, constraints, etc.
! Time es6ma6on includes SB genera6on (for realism), which
can be cpu (and memory) intensive.
•

And 6me es6ma6on is done frequently, everywhere – PDF
genera6on, valida6on, technical evalua6on (for jus6ﬁca6on requests)

! Visualisa6on tools – a signiﬁcant challenge.

Designing and implemen6ng this as a web applica6on is a
signiﬁcant technology challenge.
Note in passing: Web & desktop apps are merging

Aims of possible study
Year 0.5: Usability study:
! Interviews with users, User observation.
! Analysis of projects actually created and submitted from
last few cycles
! Measurements of performance bottlenecks

Year 1: Prototype risk areas of web-based op6on; downselect among op6ons; design architecture
Year 2: Detailed design, begin implementa6on of
evolu6onary prototype
Year 3: Complete prototype, test

Opportunities
Work by other observatories:
! SKA, currently in design, likely to begin serious development
late 2018. (Strong links – I am lead for design of related
areas)
! ESO, work in progress to upgrade its systems for the E-ELT
! NRAO upgrades to PST etc. (for ngVLA)
•

Contacts with team strong.

! TMT, GMT, CTA??
! A common tool is very ambi6ous and won’t be addressed,
but common approaches may be hugely beneﬁcial, and there
is much poten6al for cross-project learning

Summary
■ ALMA Proposal prepara6on is showing its age
! Improvements are required
! We need to reduce support costs
! We need to enhance the user experience

■ Change becomes vital when future ALMA enhancements are

considered
■ Moving to the web needs to be considered
! But this needs some R&D 6me and prototyping

■ We need to retain the good, and core parts of the code-base.
■ Study will evaluate where we are, consider the best way forward

and embark upon it.
■ Many other projects are working in the same area currently:
6ming is good for synergy.
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